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HTTP://TINY.CC/DATAWRANGLE
Links to some of the tools I’m talking about 
today.
Your suggestions!
Disclaimer:  
This presentation will not make you an expert.
You know data
• DS 63.04 .M38 2015
• The Ottoman Endgame
• About the Ottoman Empire
• It’s yellow
Where do you get your data?
• Google sheets: internal reports
• Web Management Reports
• ILS System:  III (Sierra)
• MOBIUS Statistics
• OCLC Web Reports
• Wufoo
• Gimlet
• The list goes on…
All identifiable information 
is blocked or stripped from 
these transactions.
 Checked out books
 Accessed ebooks  Was in a library 
instruction class 
 Studied in library
 Used databases
 Asked for library help
Measures of Student Success
Grades
Graduation
 Used library chat
 ILL Books and articles
What is Data Wrangling?
Obtain
Understand
Transform
Augment
Shape
Share
Hell is other people’s data
80 / 20 Rule
• Languages
• Dates
• “Revisions”
• Mistakes- Typos
• Blanks
• Aliasing
• Wrong format
• Too specific
• Too broad
Free Tools That Can Help
• Free
• Download
• Free version
• Online
• Bigger datasets
• Free version
• Download
• Version 1.3
Open Refine: Open Text Fields

When clustering fails you….
R: Free Tool for Coding
Packages: 
dplyr
tidyr
data.table
psych
zoo
janitor
gmodels
Python: Free Tool for Coding
Packages: 
pandas
numpy
matplotlib
VISUALIZATION
#1 Correlation does not equal causation
Rule #2: Put Your Pie Charts on a Diet
Rule #3: 
Don’t 
Mislead
It’s All About the Data
Make interactive, quality 
graphs online
• R
• Python (Jupyter)
• D3.js
….or just make graphs




Tableau
• Data Visualization standard
• Data sharing
• Some analytics
• Public, Educational, Paid
• Steep Learning Curve
• Learn:  Coursera, Tableau website, Tableau blog, 
Youtube videos, Udemy
• https://public.tableau.com/profile/ellie.kohler/







THANK YOU! 
QUESTIONS?
Ellie.Kohler@Rockhurst.edu
